How to Use the Home Theater

**TV**

Just turn on and operate the TV using the remote control capabilities shown in the picture (in yellow circles). From the remote you can:
- Turn on/off the TV
- Adjust the volume
- Change channels

You must first press the “TV O/I” button to switch the power and then “TV/DBS” to set the remote to operate the TV. The remote’s display should read “TV”.

**DVD / CD**

Turn on the DVD using the power button in the front panel, insert the disc, and use the remote control as shown in the picture (in light blue squares) to operate it. From the remote you can:
- Play, Stop and Pause
- Skip and Return to chapters
- Access the DVD menu

You must first press the “DVD” button to set the remote to operate the DVD. The remote’s display reads “DVD”.

**VCR**

Power on the VCR using the front panel’s power button, insert the tape, and use the remote control as shown in the picture (in light green squares). From the remote you can:
- Play, Stop and Pause
- Fast forward and rewind the tape

You must first press the “VCR1” button to set the remote to operate the VCR. The remote’s control should read “VCR1”.

**Other Sources**

If you bring your own A/V source (Playstation, karaoke, etc) and you want to use the speaker system, you can plug it to the connectors in the receiver’s front. Otherwise you can connect it directly to the TV’s inputs. Please don’t modify the connections in the rear panel.

**Receiver**

Just turn on the receiver and use the remote control as shown in the picture (in red circles and squares). Using the receiver you can enjoy:
- Listening to the DVD’s, VCR’s and TV’s soundtracks (with either surround or stereo sound effects)
- Listening to CDs and Radio stations (use the DVD to playback audio CDs)

You must first press the “Audio O/I” button to power the Receiver on. The remote’s display might read different depending on the functions performed.

Once you have selected the source (DVD, VCR, AM/FM, TV or VIDEO) you can adjust the volume and modify the surroundmode.

The “surround” button lets you select from different surround arrangements. You might want to try the most suitable for your movie or CD. To be able to enjoy fully digital playback, you need to make sure the input mode is set to digital (use the “input” button to change modes). The “surround/DSP off” button turns the surround sound off (enabling standard stereo sound), ideal for music playing.

**Notes**

This Home Theater System is capable of many functions. Nonetheless, for the ease of the residents we have tried to keep this help sheet as simple and possible, skipping many advanced capabilities. **We will really appreciate if you alter neither the system settings nor the wiring in the rear part of the equipment**, since it takes an enormous amount of time to set up the system. **Please Remember to power the system off.**

If you have any suggestions, need more information, encounter any malfunction, or want to collaborate taking care of the system, please contact the Sidney and PacificAudio Visual at sp-av-chair@mit.edu.
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